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Abstract
The improvement of a knowledge base with discovered knowledge pieces (rules) in automatic
way can lead to a degradation of the original knowledge base. It is an open issue to establish
which the quality of the knowledge discovery process is. This paper introduces a framework for
knowledge discovery and expert systems integration experimentation, the experiment protocol
for studying rules discovering process quality is described and the preliminary experimental
results are shown.
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1. Introduction
The knowledge base of an expert system encapsulates in some representation

formalism (rules, frames, semantic nets among other), the domain knowledge
that should be used by the system to solve a certain problem [2, 3]. The
interaction between knowledge based systems and discovery systems [7, 9]
has antecedents in the paradigm of integrated architectures of planning and
learning based on theories construction [4] and hybrid architectures of learning
[5, 6]. The improvement of a knowledge base with discovered knowledge
pieces in automatic way can lead to a degradation of the original Knowledge
Base, so it is an open issue which are the curves of degradation of the quality
process of knowledge discovery identifying border conditions (at least in a
theoretical way). In this context, this paper introduces a framework for
knowledge discovery and expert systems integration (Section 2), the experiment
protocol for studying rules discovering process quality is presented (Section
3), the experimental results are shown (Section 4), and finally some conclusions
are drawn (Section 5).
2. The Framework
In [11, 12] is presented a framework that shows one way of how KBS can
be integrated to knowledge discovery processes based on machine learning
oriented to improve “on-line” the quality of the knowledge base used for the
decision making expert system (See Figure 1). The framework uses the
following knowledge and data bases: [a] Knowledge Base, this base contains
the problem domain knowledge deduced by the knowledge engineer, which
contributes the knowledge pieces (rules) applicable to the resolution of the
problem outlined by the user of the system, [b] Concepts Dictionary, this base
stores the registration of all the concepts used in the different knowledge
pieces (rules) that integrate the Knowledge Base, for each concept it keeps
registration of the corresponding attributes and the possible values of each
attribute, [c] Examples Base, this base keeps examples of elements that
belong to different classes, the attributes of these examples should keep
correlativity or should be coordinated with the attributes of the concepts
described in the Concepts Dictionary, [d] Records Base, this base keeps
homogeneous records of information which is associated to some process of
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knowledge discovery (I/E clustering), [e] Clustered Records Base, this base
keeps homogeneous records of information which are clustered in classes
without labeling (clusters) as a result of applying the clustering process to the
Records Base, [f] Clustering/Classification Rules Base: this base keeps
knowledge pieces (rules) discovered automatically as a result of applying the
induction process to the Clustered Records Base and the Examples Base, [g]
Discovered Rules Base: this base keeps knowledge pieces (rules) related to the
problem domain as result of applying the labeling conceptual process to the
discovered knowledge pieces (rules) that are stored in the Clustering/
Classification Rules Base, [h] Updated Knowledge Base, this base encapsulates
the knowledge that becomes from the integration of the problem domain
knowledge pieces (rules) educed by the knowledge engineer and the knowledge
pieces (rules) discovered automatically as a result of the application of the
processes of clustering/induction to the Records Base or induction to the
Examples Base.
The framework uses the following processes: [a] Cluster: this process is
based in the use of self organized maps (SOM) to generate groups of records
that are in the Records Base, these groups are stored in the Clustered
Records Base; [b] Inducer: this process is based in the use of induction
algorithms to generate clustering rules beginning from the records groups
that are in the Clustered Records Base and Classification Rules beginning
from the records that are in the Examples Base, [c] Conceptual Labeler: this
process is based on the use of the Concepts Dictionary and the Clustering/
Classification Rules Base to generate the Discovered Rules Base, this process
transforms the knowledge pieces obtained into pieces of coordinated knowledge
with the Knowledge Base, [d] Knowledge Integrator, this process generates
the Updated Knowledge Base from the Discovered Rules Base and the
Knowledge Base, solving all the integration problems between them, [e]
Inference Engine, it is the process that automates the reasoning to solve the
problem outlined by the user, beginning from the pieces of knowledge available
in the Updated Knowledge Base or Knowledge Base.
The dynamic of the framework is: Knowledge Base encapsulates the
necessary pieces of knowledge (rules) for the resolution of domain problems.
This interaction with the inference engine constitutes the Knowledge Based
System (Expert System).
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Figure 1. Interaction among different components.
Beginning from the concepts/attributes/values that are present in the
different pieces of knowledge inside the Knowledge Base, the Concepts
Dictionary is built. When a situation of knowledge discovery takes place
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because the Inducer generated a Clustering/Classification Rules Base, or
because this has became from an Examples Base or a Clustered Records Base
resultanting of applying the Cluster to a Records Base, the pieces of
knowledge (rules) that are in the Clustering/Classification Rules Base can
present the characteristic of not being coordinated with the available pieces
of knowledge in the Knowledge Base. In this context the Conceptual Labeler
transforms the knowledge pieces of the Clustering/Classification Rules Base
into coordinated knowledge pieces with those rules corresponding to the
Knowledge Base generating the Discovered Rules Base. The Knowledge
Integrator takes the Discovered Rules Base and (solving the emergent
integration problems) integrates it into the Knowledge Base, generating the
Updated Knowledge Base, that becomes the new Knowledge Base and the
cycle is restarted.
3. The Experiment
The experiments purpose is to explore the quality of the rule discovering
process used in the framework in domains where:
• classes have associated different amounts of classification rules and
• the amount of attributes per classification rule can vary and
• in domains where amount of classes can vary and each class has
associated classification rules in which the amount of attributes per each one
can vary.
A three step experiment has been carry out.
The step 1 consists in experiment preparation. This step involves:
• [a] domain generation based on generation of classes and generation of
classification rules for each class and
• [b] examples generation for each classification rule.
The output of this step is a classification rules set and a domain records
set.
The step 2 consists in experiment execution. This step involves:
• [a] to apply the cluster process to domain records (examples) set to obtain
the domain clusters set and
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• [b] to apply the inducer process to the domain clusters set to obtain the
discovered rules set.
The step 3 consists on the comparison of the classification rule set from
step 1 with the discovered rules set from step 2 the percentage of matching rules
defines the experiment success. The variables used in the experiment are
shown in Table 1.
4. The Results
The results are grouped into two different approaches: one is domain
oriented, where it is studied how variations on independent variables values
associated with domain characteristics influence the percentage of well
discovered rules (Figures 2 to 4); and in the other hand, the examples
oriented approach that focuses on how variations on independent variables
values associated with original rule’s characteristics influence the percentage
of well discovered rules (Figures 5 to 9).
The more classes the domain has more associated rules, the lower is the
performance of the proposed method (Figures 2 and 4). The more attributes
the examples are composed, the lower is the performance of the proposed
method (Figures 3 and 4).
Table 1. Variables used in the experiments.
Variable

Type

Variable’s description

attPosibleValues

independent Amount of possible values an attribute can take

attributesNumber

independent Amount of attributes in each classification rule

attributesNumber

independent Amount of attributes in each examples

attUsedInRule

independent Specificity of the covering of each rule over its examples

classAttPossibleValues independent Concentration of the rules that determine a class
Percentage
classPosibleValues

independent Amount of domain different classes

instancesByRule

independent Amount of examples that support each rule

rulesCorrectlyCovered

dependent

Percentage of matching rules among classification rules
set and discovered rules set (well discovered rules)

rulesPerClass

independent Amount of classification rules for determining each
domain class
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The more possible values each attribute can take, the higher is the
performance of the proposed method (Figure 3). The higher amount of rules
that determine the sense of belonging to each class, the lower is the
performance of the proposed method (Figure 2). The higher amount of rules
that determine the sense of belonging to each class, the lower is the
performance of the proposed method, showing an asymptotic behavior
towards a minimum when the amount of rules that determine the sense of
belonging to each class is high (Figure 2). From certain amount of possible
values each attribute can take, raising this amount does not seem to improve
the performance of the proposed method (Figure 3). From certain amount of
classes that rules the domain, raising this amount does not seem to be worse
the performance of the proposed method (Figure 4).
The more specific is the covering of each rule over its examples, the
higher is the performance of the proposed method (Figures 5, 7, 8). The lesser
concentration of the rules that determine the sense of belonging to each class,
the higher performance of the proposed method (Figures 6, 7). The higher
amount of examples that support each rule, the higher is the performance of
the proposed method (Figures 6, 8, 9). The concentration of the rules that
determine the sense of belonging to each class seems to not modify the
performance of the proposed method being evaluated on domains where the
specificity of the covering of each rule about its examples can vary (Figure 5).
The more specific is the covering of each rule over its examples, the more
pronounced is the growth of the performance of the proposed method as the
concentration of the rules that determine the sense of belonging to each class
decreases (Figure 7). The more specific is the covering of each rule over its
examples, the more pronounced is the growth of the performance of the
proposed method as amount of examples that support each rule increases
(Figure 8). The concentration of the rules that indicate the sense of belonging
to each class seems to not modify the performance of the proposed method
being evaluated on domains where the rules are supported by a different
amount of examples (Figure 9).
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Figure 2. Domains ruled by different amount of classes and the number of
rules that determine the sense of belonging to each class can vary.

Figure 3. Domains where attributes can take a different amount of possible
values and the number of attributes that compose each example can vary.
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Figure 4. Domains ruled by different amount of classes and the number of
attributes that compose each example can vary.

Figure 5. Domains with different concentrations of the rules that determine
each class and the specificity of the covering of each rule about its examples
can vary.
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Figure 6. Domains where rules are supported by different amount of examples
and the concentration of the rules that determine each class can vary.

Figure 7. Domains with different specificity of the covering of each rule over
its examples and the concentration of the rules that determine each class can
vary.
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Figure 8. Domains with different specificity of the covering of each rule over
its examples and the amount of examples that support each rule can vary.

Figure 9. Domains with different concentration of the rules that determine
each class and the amount of examples that support each rule can vary.
5. Conclusions
The automatic discovery of useful knowledge pieces is a topic of growing
interest in the expert systems engineering community [1, 8 and 10]. Our work
differs from those mentioned before in the proposal of a combined mechanism
for obtaining rules, using self-organized maps based clustering and induction
algorithms.
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As our research also focuses on the identification of the necessary processes
to allow the autonomous assimilation of the knowledge pieces generated for
the expert system, it is necessary to explore which is the quality of the rules
discovering process.
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